All the possible CP-conserving non-linear operators up to the p 4 -order in the Lagrangian expansion are analysed here for the left-right symmetric model in the non-linear electroweak chiral context coupled to a light dynamical Higgs. The low energy effects will be triggered by an emerging new physics field content in the nature, more specifically, from spin-1 resonances sourced by the straightforward extension of the SM local gauge symmetry to the larger local group
Introduction
A new scalar resonance [1, 2] has been discovered in our nature at the LHC and experimentally confirmed as a particle resembling the Higgs boson [3] [4] [5] , establishing thus the Standard Model (SM) as a successful and consistent framework of electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB). The role of the Higgs particle in the EWSB mechanism signals different BSM scenarios. In one class of models, the Higgs is just an elementary scalar doublet linearly transforming under the SM gauge group SU (2) L ⊗ U (1) Y . Alternatively, the Higgs particle could emerge from a given strong dynamics at the TeV or slightly higher scale, and arising either as an EW doublet or as a member of other representations. Both cases call for new physics (NP) at the TeV scale and tend to propose the existence of lighter exotic resonances which have failed to show up in data so far.
The alternative case assumes a non-perturbative Higgs dynamics associated to a strong interacting sector at Λ s -scale, explicitly implementing a non-linear symmetry in the scalar sector, and sharing thus a reminiscence of the long ago proposed "Technicolor" formalism [6] [7] [8] . No Higgs particle was present in the physical spectrum of such scenarios, only three would-be-Goldstone bosons (GB) were playing a role and with an associated scale f identified with the electroweak scale f = v ≡ 246 GeV (respecting f ≥ Λ s /4π [9] ), responsible a posteriori for the weak gauge boson masses. There has been a revival in this direction relying on the fact that the Higgs particle h may be light as being itself a GB resulting from the spontaneous breaking of a strong dynamics with symmetry group G at the scale Λ s [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . A subsequent source of explicit breaking of G would allow the Higgs boson to pick a small mass, much as the pion gets a mass in QCD, and developing a potential with a non-trivial minimum h . Via this explicit breaking the EW gauge symmetry is broken and the electroweak scale v generated, distinct from f . Three scales, in addition to the strong interacting scale Λ s , enter thus into the scenario now: f , v and h , although a model-dependent constraint will link them. The non-linearity strength is quantified by the ratio v 2 /f 2 , such that f ∼ v characterizes non-linear constructions, whilst f v labels regimes approaching the linear one. In this work an EW strongly interacting sector coupled to the light Higgs particle will be assumed. Furthermore, motivated by the high energy regimes reachable at the LHC and future colliders, this work faces the hypothetical situation of non-zero signals arising out from some emerging new physics field content in the nature, more specifically, from spin-1 resonances driven by extending the SM local gauge symmetry G SM = SU (2) L ⊗ U (1) Y to the larger local group G = SU (2) L ⊗ SU (2) R ⊗ U (1) B−L (see [16, 17] for left-right symmetric models literature). The underlying framework employs a non-linear σ-model for the strong dynamics giving rise to the GB, i.e. the W ± L and Z L longitudinal components that leads to introduce the Goldstone scale f L , together with the corresponding GB from the extended local group, the additional W ± R and Z R longitudinal degrees of freedom and the associated Goldstone scale f R . Their transformation are customarily parametrized via the dimensionless unitary matrix U(x), more specifically through U L (x) and U R (x) for the symmetry group SU (2) L ⊗ SU (2) R , and defined as
with π a L(R) (x) the corresponding Goldstone bosons fields suppressed by their associated 2 non-linear sigma model scale f L(R) . Finally, this non-linear effective set-up is coupled a posteriori to a Higgs scalar singlet h in a general way through powers of h/f L [14] , via the generic light Higgs polynomial functions F(h) [18] expandable as
The whole tower of linearly independent left, right and the interplaying left-right handed operators (LH, RH and LRH respectively) for the CP-conserving bosonic sector has been established 1 through [19] and it is summarized again for the purposes of our left-right model analysed here. Such scenario may be considered as a generic UV completion of the low energy non-linear treatment of Refs. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and [18, 25] . Its physical impact has been studied by integrating out the right handed gauge sector from the physical spectrum, leading the RH and the mixing LRH operators to collapse directly onto the LH sector, and inducing therefore corrections weighted by powers of the parameter¯ ≡ c C,LR , with the scale ratio ≡ f L /f R and the coefficient c C,LR encoding the strength of the mixing among the LH and RH gauge masses. This feature leads to modify, consequently, the electroweak precision data (EWPD) parameters, the triple gauge couplings (TGC), hV V -couplings and the anomalous quartic gauge couplings (QGC). Corresponding allowed ranges for the involved coefficients will be also reported.
The recently observed diboson excess at the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations around the invariant mass of 1.8-2 TeV will entail a scale f R ∼ 6-8 TeV, leading to a negligible parameter¯ ∼ 10 −4 and suppressing therefore all the linear and higher¯ -effects induced by the RH and LRH operators. These effects could be enhanced either via larger strength of the coefficient c C,LR , or via NP effects from the right handed gauge sector around the EW scale f L together with a strength contribution of c C,LR around its maximal bound. It will be seen that the former scenario spoils the EW gauge masses, whereas the latter one points towards¯ ∼ 10 −2 . The set of relevant non-linear LH, RH, and LRH operators will be completely identified for the latter¯ -regimes and by disregarding: i) irrelevant LH operators with negligible physical impact on the observables considered for the hV Vbounds, ii) irrelevant operators for the non-linear realization of the dynamics and redundant for the massless fermion case; iii) operators without any direct contribution to the pure gauge and gauge-Higgs couplings. It will be shown also that the diboson excess suggests to parametrize low energy effects via a much smaller effective operator basis as the¯ -suppression entails.
This work is split into: Sect. 2 describes the EW effective Lagrangian following the light dynamical Higgs picture in [18, 19, 25, 29, 30] (see also Ref. [31] [32] [33] , and for a short summary on the subject [34] ), focused only in the CP-conserving bosonic operators 2 , and providing all the LH, RH and LRH operators of the model up to p 4 -order in the effective expansion. The mixing effects for the gauge masses triggered by the LRH operators and the corresponding gauge physical masses are analysed in 2.1. The effects by integrating out the RH fields are studied in 2.2. Sect. 3 describes the phenomenology implied by the model and the allowed ranges for the involved coefficients weighting the effective operators. Sect. 4 comments on the recently observed diboson excess and its implications for the operator basis of our model, in particular on the relevant LH, RH and LRH operators for each one of the situations dictated by¯ . Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the main results.
Effective Lagrangian
The underlying strong dynamics assumed for this framework entails effective NP departures with respect to the SM Lagrangian L 0 and will be encoded through L chiral as
Focusing only on the bosonic interacting sector, the first three pieces in L chiral reads as
, together with the covariant scalar T L(R) objects, are defined as 4) with the corresponding covariant derivative for both of the Goldstone matrices 5) with the SU (2) L , SU (2) R and U (1) B−L gauge fields denoted by W aµ L , W aµ R and B µ correspondingly, and the associated gauge couplings g L , g R and g respectively. The usual SM strength gauge kinetic terms canonically normalized, the h-kinetic terms and the effective scalar potential V (h) are present at L 0 in (2.2). The W ± L and Z L masses (before considering the corresponding RH and mixed LRH handed terms introduced a posteriori) and their couplings to the Higgs field h can be read from the last term in the second line of L 0 . The custodial breaking p 2 -operator turns out to be strongly bounded phenomenologically, being thus left for the NP departures analysed later [25] . The scale factor of Tr (V µ L V µ, L ) entails GB-kinetic terms canonically normalized, in agreement with the U L -definition in (1.1). The corresponding SU (2) R -counterparts for the strength gauge kinetic term and the custodial conserving operator are encoded at L 0,R in (2.3), implying thus an additional scale f R that encodes the new high energy scale effects introduced in the scenario once the SM local symmetry group G SM is extended to G.
Operators mixing the LH and RH-covariant are also constructable in this approach via the proper insertions of the Goldstone matrices U L and U R , more specifically, through the following definitions [19] 
where
. Non-zero NP departures with respect to those described in L 0 + L 0,R will be parametrized through the remaining last two pieces in L chiral , i.e ∆L CP and ∆L CP,LR . The former encodes all those effective nonlinear operators made out of purely LH or RH covariant objects up to the p 4 -order [19] , being split as
where the suffix L(R) labels all those operators set constructed out by means of the SU (2) L(R) building blocks in (2.6). The contribution ∆L CP,L has already been provided in [18, 25] in the context of purely EW chiral effective theories coupled to a light Higgs, whereas part of ∆L CP,L and ∆L CP,R were partially analysed for the left-right symmetric frameworks in [26, 27] , and finally completed in the recent work [19] (for the corresponding CP-violating part see [28] ). Both of the contributions ∆L CP,L and ∆L CP,R can be further written down as
where c B , c G and c i,χ are model-dependent constant coefficients, whilst the first three terms of ∆L CP,L in (2.8) and the first term in (2.9) can be jointly written as
with suffix χ labelling again as χ = L, R, and the generic F i (h)-function of the scalar singlet h is defined for all the operators following definition (1.2). Finally, the last two terms in the second line of ∆L CP,L in (2.8) account for all the possible pure Higgs interactions, with the p 2 and p 4 -operators P H and P H respectively as
The set of 26 CP-conserving pure gauge and gauge-h non-linear operators encoded by P i, L (h) (fourth term in ∆L CP, L , Eq. (2.8)) have completely been listed in [18, 25] . On the other hand, the symmetric counterpart made out of the 26 CP-conserving operators P i, R (h) (second term in ∆L CP, R , Eq. (2.9)) were recently reported in [19] . In total there are 52 non-linear operators, 38 of them (19 P i, L + 19 P i, R ) had already been listed in [26, 27] , whilst 14 additional operators were found (7 P i, L + 7 P i, R ) in [19] with respect to [26, 27] (seven of them, corresponding to χ = L, were already reported in [18, 25] ). See [19] for the complete list of operators ∆L CP, L and related discussion. Finally, ∆L CP,LR parametrizes any possible mixing interacting term between the SU (2) L and SU (2) R -covariant objects up to the p 4 -order in the Lagrangian expansion, permitted by the underlying left-right symmetry, and encoded through [19] 12) where the index j spans over all the possible operators that can be built up from the set of 26 non-linear operators P i,χ in (2.8)-(2.9) (fourth and second terms respectively), and here labelled as P i(j),LR (as well as their corresponding coefficients c i(j),LR ). The first term in ∆L CP,LR encodes the non-linear mixing operators 13) corresponding to the "mixed" versions of {P W,χ , P C,χ , P T,χ } in (2.10), with P W, LR missing in [26, 27] . The complete set of operators P i(j),LR in the second term of ∆L CP,LR have been fully and recently listed in the reference [19] . Both of the previously described CPconserving contributions ∆L CP and ∆L CP,LR have been completely listed and studied in [19] , whereas their corresponding CP-violating counterparts analysed in [28] . Notice that in the unitary gauge, non-zero mass mixing terms among the LH and RH gauge fields are triggered by the operator P C, LR , leading to diagonalize the gauge sector in order to obtain the required physical gauge masses.
Non-linear approaches have already been linked to the linear effective scenarios explicitly implementing the SM Higgs doublet through [18, 25] , where all the operators in (2.8) were respectively weighted by powers of ξ ≡ v 2 /f 2 L , in order to keep track of their corresponding operator siblings in the linear regime. In fact, operators in (2.2), and those in the first line of (2.8), as well as P 1−5,L , had been already pointed out in the analysis of the linear-non linear connection of the SILH framework [37, 38] . Indeed, for the ξ-small limit, all the operators weighted by ξ n 2 are negligible and the resulting Lagrangian is directly linked to the SILH treatment. Similar analysis has been recently done for the Higgs portal to scalar dark matter in the context of non-linearly realised electroweak symmetry breaking [39] . For the assumed non-linear scenario in this work, such linking between both of the EFT sides implies the corresponding left-right symmetric extension of the effective linear approaches and it is beyond the scope of this work.
Furthermore, the transformation properties under the parity symmetry P LR of the mixing operators from ∆L CP,LR in (2.12) were analysed in [19] . In fact it was explicitly shown that a set of p 4 -operators, more specifically, P 18(3−6),LR (h), triggers the breaking of P LR , alike in the context of a general effective SO(5)/SO(4) composite Higgs model scenario [40] , where P LR was shown to be an accidental symmetry up to p 2 -order and broken by several p 4 -operators [40, 41] . An interesting feature of this scenario arises once the gauge field content W R is integrated out from the physical spectrum at low energies. In fact, the RH terms encoded through the Lagrangian L 0,R in (2.3), will impact directly onto the left handed ones of L 0 in (2.2). Similarly, the RH and LRH terms parametrized by ∆L CP,R and ∆L CP,LR in (2.9) and (2.12) will affect those ones from ∆L CP,L in (2.8). These modifications will alter therefore the effective couplings sourced by the whole Lagrangian L 0 + ∆L CP,L , specifically, the triple and quartic gauge boson couplings, as well as the gauge bosons-Higgs couplings. Non-zero contributions on the EWPD parameters S and T will also be induced as it will be seen later. At higher energies, when the right handed gauge fields W µ R are still playing a role, mixing effects among them and the left handed gauge field sector will be triggered by the P C,LR in (2.13). Those effects are treated in the following section.
Rotating to the physical sector
At the unitary gauge, the non-linear chiral effective Lagrangian L chiral in (2.1) sources the following mass terms for both of the charged and neutral gauge sectors
with the gauge basis defined by 15) where the charged fields W ± µ,χ are defined as usual 16) and the mass matrix for the charged sector written as
with the parameter λ defined as
The corresponding mass matrix for the neutral sector reads as
where it have been introduced the definitions
The latter matrices can be diagonalized via the following field transformations
with the mass eigenstate basis defined by
The rotation matrix for the charged sector in Eq. (2.21) is given by 23) with the mixing angle ζ for the charged sector directly depending on the parameter λ and the mixing coefficient c C, LR . Expanding up to the order O(λ 2 ) in the limit f L f R , the charged gauge masses are
(2.24) For the the neutral sector we have the real symmetric 3×3 matrix in (2.19) , then an orthogonal rotation via the Euler-type angles parametrization is in order to diagonalize it. Such angles turn out to be the Weinberg mixing angle θ W and the analogous mixing angle
where it has been employed in (2.26) the link among the SU (2) L , U (1) B−L and the SM hypercharge gauge couplings as 1 g
The third angle φ can be linked to the latter two through
The rotation matrix for the neutral sector becomes parametrized then as
Expanding up to the order O(λ 2 ) (in the limit f L f R ) the neutral gauge masses are
with tan θ R ≡ t R . The well measured M Z -mass strongly constrains the coefficient α L in (2.30), and therefore the contribution from the operators P C, L (h) and P T, L (h). Likewise, the M W -mass bounds tightly constrains the contribution from P C, R (h) in (2.24). A mass prediction for the extra neutral gauge field Z can be inferred from (2.30) in terms of the Wmass and the RH gauge coupling g R via the mixing angle θ R in (2.26). In fact, interpreting the observed excess at the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations around invariant mass of 1.8-2 TeV to be induced by a W -contribution, and assuming the coupling g R in the range g R ≈ 0.45 − 0.6 as determined in [42] by comparing the W production cross section to the CMS dijet excess [43] , it is possible to predict the mass range 2.4 TeV < M Z < 4 TeV. A more detailed interpretation of the diboson excess via a left-right non-linear Higgs approach can be found in [44] . A higher energy scale f R points in general towards higher masses M W and M Z , additionally entailing a vanishing mixing angle ζ among the charged gauge fields W Heavy right handed gauge fields can thus be integrated out from the physical spectrum of the model, triggering therefore physical effects that will be manifested at lower energies in the effective Lagrangian. Such procedure together with the induced effects it leads to, will be analysed via equations of motion for the right handed fields in the following section. it is possible to integrate out the RH gauge fields from the physical spectrum. In fact, at low energies one obtains from the EOM
Integrating-out heavy right handed fields
that can be translated into the unitary gauge as
After such field redefinition, all the couplings and operator coefficients will be shifted, affecting thus the final form for the TGV couplings, anomalous quartic gauge and gaugeHiggs couplings, and modifying as well the final expressions for the EWPD parameters as it will be seen in the next sections. The final Lagrangian at low energies, here denoted bȳ L chiral with respect to L chiral in (2.1), will be given bȳ
where the first component reads as
The shifts in the strength gauge kinetic terms are encoded through the coefficients α B , α W B and α W , and defined by
and the scale f is given by the redefinition
The EW gauge mass M W strongly constrains the quadratic contribution of the LRH oper-
Notice that a mixing term in the kinetic gauge sector is induced at low energies, driving thus additional effects when diagonalizing such sector, as well as a non-zero contribution to the S-parameter as it will be seen a posteriori. The second component in (2.33) is basically the Lagrangian in (2.8) but the gluonic operator P G (h), and with the coefficients {c B , c i,χ } properly redefined as {c B , c i,χ } → {c B ,c i,χ } in order to account for the induced effects after removing away the RH gauge fields from the physical spectrum. Table 1 displays all the initial contribution c i,L from the LH operators P i,L (1st column) receiving a contribution from the RH P i,R (2nd column), plus a combination from the mixing LRH P i(j) (3rd column), and for each one of the LH non-linear operators P i,L (indicated at the 4th column). The sum of the values at the first, second and third columns determines the coefficientsc i,L . It is possible to infer that for the limiting hierarchical case f L f R at low energies, the set of non-linear operators
is sensitive to the contributions from both of the RH operators
and the mixing LRH set
This will be of relevance for the EWPT parameters S and T , as they are sensitive to the effects from P 1,L and P T,L respectively, being thus a testers of the emerging NP effects after removing the RH gauge field content. Furthermore, the triple gauge-boson couplings γ W + W − and W + W − Z (TGC) will be also sensitive to the induced effects. In particular, the vertexes W
µν , with V ≡ {γ, Z}, will receive non-zero contributions from both of {P 1,L , P 2,L } as it will be shown later. Likewise, pair gauge bosons-Higgs couplings will be affected too. In fact, the vertexes
will depend of linear combinations of the operators in (2.38). Additional contributions from the mixing LRH operator P C,LR are also found for the interacting terms {W † µ W µ h, Z µ Z µ h}, as it will be described in the next sections.
Table 1: The initial coefficient c i,L from the LH operator P i,L (1st column) receives a contribution from the RH P i,R (2nd column), plus a combination from the mixing LRH P i(j),LR (3rd column), and for each one of the P i,L (4th column). The sum of the values at the first, second and third column defines the redefined coefficientsc i,L after integrating out W µ R from the physical spectrum. The parameter¯ stands for¯ ≡ c C,LR with ≡ f L /f R .
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The contributions to the LH operators in Table 1 are weighted by powers of the parameter¯ introduced in (2.31). Two quantities control thus the low energy effects induced by the RH and LRH operators: i) the mixing coefficient c C,LR through the custodial mixing operator P C,LR (h); ii) and the scale ratio ≡ f L /f R . In general f L f R , therefore the small range of c C,LR additionally suppresses the -effect. Nonetheless, sizeable linear¯ -effects will arise contributing to the LH operators for a c C,LR around its maximal bound together with NP effects not far above the scale f L as it will be analysed later.
Low energy phenomenology
To analyse the physical impact and the low energy effects sourced by removing the heavy right handed gauge fields, it is necessary to establish the observables that will be set as the parameters input of the model. The renormalization procedure accounting for this is described in the following section.
Renormalization scheme
Before integrating out the gauge fields W µ R and with fermion masses neglected from the beginning, the SM-like LagrangianL 0 in (2.33) (SM-like for the case of α B = α W B = α W = 0) contains five electroweak parameters {g s , g, g , v, λ}, with the last one as the h self-coupling. The following set of well-measured observables serve to constrain such set of EW parameters and defines the so-called Z-scheme
• Strong coupling constant α s , world average [45] ,
• Fermi constant G F , extracted from the muon decay rate [45] ,
• Fine structure constant α em , extracted from Thomson scattering [45] ,
• Gauge boson mass m Z , extracted from the Z lineshape at LEP I [45] ,
• Higg mass m h now measured at LHC [46, 47] .
Expressions depending on the parameters g, g , v (and e) or the weak mixing angle θ W will be arranged as combinations of the experimental inputs above. In fact, the electric charge e, the weak mixing angle θ W and the vev scale v can be defined as
and therefore the couplings g and g as
Working in the unitary gauge to analyse the impact that the couplings of ∆L CP in 2.33 have on L 0 , it is straightforward to show that the set
introduce corrections to the SM kinetic terms, and in consequence field redefinitions are necessary to obtain canonical kinetic terms. Among the latter operators, {P B , P W,L , P G } can be considered innocuous operators with respect to L 0 , as the impact on the latter of c B , c W,L and c G can be totally eliminated from the Lagrangian via field and coupling constant redefinitions that will impact on certain BSM couplings in ∆L involving external scalar fields. Implementing canonical kinetic terms, it is then easy to identify the contribution of ∆L CP to the input parameters 3 :
where the Fermi constant and the Higgs mass are not corrected by the operators contribution at tree level, and linear terms in the coefficients α W B andc i have been kept. All other SM parameter inL chiral can be expressed in terms of the input parameters described above as described in the next.
W mass
Including the effects from the operators in ∆L CP in (2.33), the predicted mass departures with respected to the mass value in (2.24) as
Hereafter the compact notation encoded through the coefficients c W , s W , c 2W and s 2W will stand for c W ≡ cos θ W , s W ≡ sin θ W , c 2W ≡ cos (2 θ W ) and s 2W ≡ sin (2 θ W ) respectively. Notice two different terms contributing in (3.4): one accounting for the effects of integrating out the RH fields via α W B in (2.35), and one more accounting for the combined effects from the non-linear operators themselves plus the integration-out of the RH fields, via the redefined operator coefficients {c T,L ,c 1,L ,c 12,L }. From Table 1 , the coefficientc T,L receives direct contributions from the set {c T,L , c T,R , c T,LR }, whereas for the hierarchical case f L f R (with g g R ),c 1,L receives relevant contributions from the LH operator P 1,L plus a combination from the LRH set {P W,LR , P 12(1) }. The coefficientsc 12,L only gains contributions from P 12,L . So, all in all the W -mass prediction turns out to be sensitive to the operators set
At the hierarchical limiting case the mass variation in (3.4) becomes
where {c T,LR , c W,LR } are correspondingly the operator coefficient of {P T,LR , P W,LR } in (2.13), whilst c 12(1) is the corresponding one in (2.12) for P 12(1),LR (see Appendix A.2).
S and T parameters
Integrating out the right handed gauge fields together with the non-linear operators lead to the tree-level contributions to the oblique parameters S and T [48] , as
Notice from (3.7) that only the S-parameter is sensitive to the effects of the RH fields integration via α W B . Furthermore, combined effects from the non-linear operators plus the removal of
,c 1,L receives relevant contributions only from the set {P 1, L , P W, LR , P 12(1),LR }. In this case the S-parameter reduces to
The set of custodial breaking operators {P T, L , P T, R , P T, LR } contribute to T via the coefficientc T,L . From Table 1 the T -parameters turns to be then
The experimental values S = 0.00 ± 0.10 and T = 0.02 ± 0.11 [45] respectively. More precise ranges for all these coefficients can be derived from a global fit to the EWPD parameters as it will be seen in the next sections.
Triple gauge-boson couplings
The final effective operators contained in ∆L CP , weighted by the redefined operators coefficients {c B ,c i,χ }, give rise to triple gauge-boson couplings γ W + W − and W + W − Z (TGC). These couplings can be generically described through the customary parametrization [49] 
TGC SM Integrating
Integrating + Operators Table 2 : TGV couplings from the Lagrangian L TGV in (3.10) following standard convention in Ref. [49] . The total TGV coupling (1st column) is made out of: the usual SM contribution (2nd column) + additional effects after integrating out the fields W µ R (3rd column) + the combined terms yielded by the RH fields removal and the non-linear operators all together (4th column).
The set of TGC parametrized through L TGV in (3.10) are listed in Table 2 (1st column) , being split all of them into their corresponding SM contribution (2nd column), the additional effect after integrating out the gauge fields W µ R (3rd column), plus the combined terms accounting for the combined effect by removing the RH fields and the non-linear operators via redefined coefficients (4th column). From Tables 1-2 and the operators set in (2.38)-(2.40), it is inferred that
• The TGC set {g Z 1 , κ γ , κ Z } depends, among others, on {c 1,L ,c 2,L }, being sensitive therefore to the contributions from {P W,LR , P 12(1) , P 3(2) , P 13(2) } for the hierarchical case as it was mentioned before.
• No effects are induced onto the TGC set {g 
Quartic gauge-boson couplings
The quartic gauge-boson couplings (QGC) can be parametrized in the following Lagrangian
11) where again V ≡ {γ, Z}. All these couplings are gathered up in Table 3 , where a similar splitting for each one of them is done alike to the previous TGC case. Likewise it is inferred: Table 3 : QGC values from L QGV in (3.11). All the couplings are split as in Table 2 .
• All the QGC, but {g ZZZZ , g
γW W Z }, have a dependence on {c T,L ,c 1,L }, and thus on the contributions from {P T,R , P T,LR , P W,LR , P 12(1) } for the hierarchical case.
• The set {g ZZZZ , g (3) γW W Z } depends only on the combined effects through the corresponding redefined coefficients in Table 3 , being sensitive to the LH operators only.
Triple gauge-h couplings
∆L CP gives rise to the cubic gauge-Higgs interactions, here encoded in the Lagrangian as
hZZ Z µ Z µ h .
(3.12) Table 4 collects all the couplings. All them have no contributions after integrating out the RH fields, but {g (5) hW W , g (5) hZZ }, whereas the set {g
hZZ } is sensitive to the operators {P C,R , P W,R , P 1,R , P 12,R , P T,R } and {P C,LR , P T,LR , P W,LR , P 12(1) } for the hierarchical case, according to the involved coefficient dependence in Table 1 . Tree-level contributions from the sets {P 1, L , P W, LR , P 12(1),LR } and {P T, L , P T, R , P T, LR } are generated for the S and T parameters correspondingly (see Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9)). The 95% CL allowed ranges for their corresponding coefficients were found in [25] , and can be translated in here, according to (3.7), as
and − 2 × 10
Through the redefined coefficients in Table 1 , allowed ranges for each one of the involved coefficients in (3.8)-(3.9) are obtained from (3.15) and are shown in Table 5 . Table 1 ). The bound for α W B and for each one of the coefficients involved in the definition ofc 1,L , i.e {c 1,L , c W,LR , c 12(1) }, are obtained by setting to zero the rest of them in (3.15) (1st inequality). The same comment applies for {c T,L , c T,R , c T,LR } (2nd inequality).
The constrains in Table 5 signal small contributions of the operators {P 1, L , P W, LR , P 12(1),LR } and {P T, L , P T, R , P T, LR } to the gauge-boson self-couplings and to the present Higgs data. Consequently they will not be included in the following discussion.
TGC bounds
Bounds for the TGC can be determined from the two-dimensional analysis in Ref. [51] , which was performed in terms of the induced variations of the couplings κ γ , g Z 1 and κ Z .
Such variations are corresponding in this scenario to the sum of the values at the 3rd and 4th columns in Table 2 , here denoted as ∆κ γ , ∆g with a correlation factor of ρ = 0.11. The corresponding 90% CL ranges for the coefficients c 2,L and c 3,L from the TGC data were also found, traded here byc 2,L andc 3,L , and finally translated to the coefficients shown in Table 6 (via Table 1 ). Finally, notice from Table 2 Coefficients Ranges (90% CL) Table 6 : Bounds at 90% CL for each one of the operator coefficients {c 2,L ,c 3,L }, being translated into bounds for {c 2,L , c 3,L } and {c 3(2) , c 13(2) } according to Table 1 .
is generated by the operator P 14,L only. The best current bounds on this anomalous TGC come from W + W − pairs studies and W production at LEP II energies [52] [53] [54] . Furthermore, the strongest limits on g Z 5 originate from its impact on radiative corrections to Z physics [55] [56] [57] . In Ref. [25] were reported the available direct and indirect limits on g No extra terms contribute in the hierarchical limiting case to the coefficient c 14,L . However, linear¯ -effects would arise from NP not far above the EW scale ( ∼ 1) and for a LRH mixing strength from P C,LR close to its maximal bound in (2.37). These contributions and their constrains will be analysed later.
Bounds on hV V couplings
In Ref. [25] , the operators set {P G , P B , P W,L , P C,L , P H , P 4,L , P 5,L } were bounded from the constraints of the Higgs data on hV V -couplings. Notice from Table 4 that all them contribute to some of the listed hV V -couplings. The set {P 7,L , P 9,L , P 10,L } was not included in the parameter fit as they do not entail a physical impact on the observables considered, whereas the operators set {P 12,L , P 17,L , P 19,L , P 25,L } does not contribute relevantly for a non-linear realization of the underlying dynamics (see [25] for further details).
5 These limits were obtained assuming only a non-vanishing g Z 5 while the rest of anomalous TGV were set to their corresponding SM value [25] .
The analysis relies in two operator subsets: in the first one, P C,L is neglected, whilst for the second one its contribution is connected to that of P H . Furthermore, the sensitivity of the results to the sign of the h-fermion couplings, e.g. s Y h Q L UY Q Q R + h.c. , is also considered by performing the analysis with both values of the discrete parameter s Y = ±. The detailed discussion on the performed six-parameter fit, and the implied chi-square analysis using the available data on the signal strengths µ, by accounting for the data from Tevatron D0 and CDF Collaborations, as well as from the LHC, CMS, and ATLAS Collaborations at 7 TeV and 8 TeV for final states γγ, W + W − , ZZ, Zγ, bb, and ττ [58-71] is referred to the reader in [25] and [72, 73] (2) contributing to Higgs data. The 90% CL ranges for c H correspond to the two analysis in [25] and for both signs of s Y , whereas the reported ranges for {c W,L , c 4,L , c 5,L } are basically the same for both of the operators subset and for both values of s Y . The 95% CL ranges correspond to the recent SFitter analysis in [74] .
The 90% CL allowed ranges for the coefficients {c H ,ã B ,ã W,L ,ã 4,L ,ã 5,L } 6 can be straightforwardly obtained from the corresponding ones in [25] . The latter ranges can be translated (via Table 1 ) into ranges for the coefficients {c H , c B , c W,L , c 4,L , c 5,L }, {c W,R , c 1,R , c 12,R } and c 17 (2) , shown in Table 7 . The recent SFitter analysis for a non-linear framework in [74] allows us also to obtain the corresponding 95% CL allowed ranges collected in Table 7 . As suggested in [25] , the sensitivity to the coefficients {c H ,ã B ,ã W,L ,ã 4,L ,ã 5,L } can improve by a factor O(3 − 5) with a similar analysis, according to the expected uncertainties accesible in the Higgs signal strengths from ATLAS and CMS at 14 TeV, and for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb −1 [75, 76] . Consequently, a similar sensitivity improvement is expected for all the coefficients in the Table 7 , as they are linked to the redefined coefficients through the relations in Table 1 . Finally, the 95% CL ranges from the SFitter analysis are a bit constraining with respect to the 90% CL ranges in Table 7 .
In summary, the current bounds from the EWPD analysis for the S and T parameters, as well as the TGC and hV V -couplings bounds, have allowed us to constraint at the thousandth level the coefficients in Table 5 (few percent level for c W,LR ), at the 10% level those in Table 6 (percent level for c 3,L ), and at 10% (percent level for {c 1,R , c 12,R }) the coefficients in Table 7 . Finally, through the aforementioned experimental current bounds we have obtained bounds for the coefficients weighting correspondingly some of the RH and LRH non-linear operators, more precisely, those ones contributing to the LH operators after removing the right handed resonances from the physical spectrum and for the hierarchical case f L f R . From the Tables 5-7 and the bound in (2.37), we have constrained the following RH and LRH operators {P T,R , P W,R , P 1,R , P 12,R }, {P C,LR , P T,LR , P W,LR , P 3(2) , P 12(1) , P 13(2) , P 17(2) } , 
Anomalous quartic couplings
Among the operators contributing to the quartic gauge couplings in (3.11) shown in Table (3), some of them were previously bounded either from EWPD constrains, TGC bounds, or limits on hV V couplings. The remaining five operators giving rise to the purely QGC vertices {P 6,L , P 11,L , P 23,L , P 24,L , P 26,L } (through their redefined coefficients), are indirectly constraining from their one-loop contribution to the EWPD derived in Ref. [77] , where it was shown that the five operators correct α∆T while render α∆S = α∆U = 0. In Table 8 are reported the indirect bounds from Ref. [25] in terms of the implied redefined coefficients, that were determined via the oblique parameters in (3.15).
Coefficients Ranges (90% CL) Table 8 : 90% CL bounds on the anomalous QGC from their 1-loop contribution to the EWPD [25] , assuming only one non-zero operator at a time and for a cutoff Λ s = 2 TeV.
On the other hand, anomalous QGC are directly testable at the LHC via three vector bosons production (V V V ) or in vector boson fusion (VBF) production of two gauge bosons [78] . The best limits come out from the V V V -processes at lower center-of-mass energies, whilst the VBF channel dominates for the 14 TeV run [78] [79] [80] [81] [82] . For a 14 TeV at the LHC, the coefficientsc 6,L andc 11,L can be constrained by their combined impact on the VBF channels pp → jjW + W − and pp → jj(
, where j stands for a tagging jet and the final state W 's decay into electron or muon plus neutrino. In [80] were reported the 99% CL bounds on these coefficients as c 6,L ∈ [−0.012, 0.01] and c 11,L ∈ [−0.0077, 0.014], for an integrated luminosity of 100 fb −1 . These limits are not significantly improved after including the pp → jjZZ channel [81] .
It is worthwhile to comment that for the hypothetical scenario of no LH operators, but only RH and the mixing LRH ones, there will be still contributions to the aforementioned couplings. This is due to the fact that low energy LH operators are effectively turned on once the RH gauge fields are integrated out, feature that is directly reflected in Table 1 .
Notice that no extra operators contribute in the hierarchical case to the coefficients in Table 8 . Additional terms contribute to them for a non-small parameter and a mixing coefficient c C,LR ∼ O(1) though. NP effects not far above from the EW scale would point towards a non-small ratio ≡ f L /f R , feature that seems to be favoured by the diboson excess observed at LHC. Such excesses and the impact they entail in our scenario will be analysed in the next.
Comments on the diboson excess at LHC
Tantalizing deviations from the SM predictions have been recently reported by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations around invariant mass of 1.8-2 TeV. They can be interpreted via a W contribution, and are summarized as: a) 3.4σ local (2.5σ global) excess in the ATLAS search [83] (CMS reports a slight excess at the same mass [84] ) for a heavy resonance W decaying as W → W Z → JJ, where J stands for two colinear jets from a W or Z-boosted decay; b) 2.8σ excess in the CMS search [85] for a heavy RH boson W decaying into an electron and RH neutrino N , as W → N e → eejj; c) a 2.2σ excess in the CMS search [86] for W → W h, with a highly boosted SM Higgs boson h decaying as h → bb and W → ν (with = e, µ); d) a 2.1σ excess in the CMS dijet search [87] .
Many scenarios have been proposed in order to account for such excesses. Among them, the left-right EW symmetric model, based on the gauge group [16, 17] , seems to address properly the observed excesses in all the mentioned decay channels. Indeed, the W Z excess (item a) and W h excess (item c) can be tackled [42, 88, 89] via W → W Z, W h, as the implied couplings arise naturally in these models (see [90] for some alternative explanations of the diboson excess). The eejj excess (item b) can be understood [42, [91] [92] [93] through the process pp → W → N e → eejj [94] , and for a charged gauge boson mass M W ∼ 2 TeV, with g R < g L at the TeV-scale [42] . Finally, the dijet excess (item d) may simply be yielded by W → jj.
It is straightforward to translate a W -boson mass nearby 1.8-2 TeV, into our parameter space. Employing again the W mass formula in (2.24), we obtain
For a coupling g R in the range g R ≈ 0.45 − 0.6 [42] we find the SU (2) R breaking scale f R ≈ 6-8 TeV, entailing thus a ratio ≡ f L /f R ≈ 0.03 − 0.04 for f L around the EW regime. The small range for c C,LR in (2.37) leads then to a negligible parameter¯ ∼ 10 −4 , suppressing as a consequence all the linear and higher¯ -effects induced by the RH and LRH operators onto the LH ones, according with the redefined coefficients in Table 1 . Such effects could be enhanced either via larger strength contributions from the custodial mixing LRH operator P C,LR (h), or via NP effects from the right handed gauge sector around the EW scale f L . The former scenario goes against the range in (2.37), spoiling thus the EW value in (2.36). The second possibility points towards ∼ 1, then¯ ∼ 0.02 for a strength contribution of P C,LR (h) around its maximal bound in (2.37), and triggering therefore linear¯ -effects. In particular, all the LH operators sector in (2.10) and the LH basis in (A.1), will be sensitive to¯ -contributions from the LRH operators, whereas the operators P 1,L and P 4,L will have, in addition, extra¯ -terms from some RH operators. This is schematically shown in Table 9 , where the set of operators sensitive to the mentioned effects are collected for both of thē -cases.¯
R {P C,R , P T,R , P W,R , P 1,R , P 12,R } {P C,R , P T,R , P W,R , P 1,R , P 4,R , P 12,R , P 17,R } LR P C,LR , P T,LR , P W,LR , P 3(2) , P 12(1) , P 13(2) , P 17 (2) P C,LR , P T,LR , P W,LR , P 2(1) , P 3(2-4) , P 5(1-2) , P 6(3) , P 7-9(1) , P 10(1-2) , P 11(3) , P 12(1) , P 13(2-4) , P 14 (1, 3, 5) , P 15(1) , P 16 (1, 4, 6) , P 17(1-2) , P 18 (1, 3, 6) , P 19(1-2) , P 20-22(1) , P 23 (3, 6) , Table 9 : LH operators (2nd row) sensitive to the RH and LRH operators (3rd and 4th rows) after removing the RH gauge field, and for both of the hierarchical case¯ ∼ 10 −4 and¯ ∼ 10 −2 (1st and 2nd big columns). The operators collected here follows the redefined coefficients in Table 1 . A TeV-charged resonances accounting for the observed diboson excess points towards ∼ 10 −4 , and then 5 RH operators and 7 LRH ones contribute to 6 LH operators (1st big column & 2nd row). NP effects from the right handed gauge sector around the EW scale f L favours ∼ 1, then¯ ∼ 0.02, and consequently 7 RH operators and 43 LRH ones contribute now to 30 LH operators (2nd big column & 2nd row).
As it was mentioned before for the bounds on the hV V couplings, the operators set {P 7,L , P 9,L , P 10,L } was not included since their physical impact on the observables considered is negligible, while the set {P 12,L , P 17,L , P 19,L , P 25,L } entails no relevant contri-bution for the non-linear realization of the dynamics [25] . In addition, the operators set {P 9,L , P 10,L , P 15,L , P 16,L , P 19−21,L } becomes redundant for the massless fermion case via EOM [25] , while the set {P 8,L , P 18,L , P 20−22,L } does not contribute directly to any of the couplings listed previously. Consequently, when¯ is not negligible, the additional terms contributing to each one of these operators (LRH according to Table 1 ) can also be disregarded. From all these considerations it is concluded that the set of 20 LRH operators {P 7-9(1) , P 10(1-2) , P 13(3) , P 15(1) , P 16(1,4,6) , P 17(1) , P 18(1,3,6 ) , P 19(1-2) , P 20-22(1) , P 25(1) } (4.2) can be disregarded 7 for a non-small parameter¯ . By implementing the currents ranges that were obtained from EWPD bounds, TGC limits, hV V -couplings constrains and QGC bounds in Tables 5-8 respectively, it is possible to limit as well the additional emerging operators for a non-neglible¯ via the redefined coefficients in Table 1 . This is shown in Appendix D Table 10 , where all the corresponding coefficients ranges for both of the RH or LRH operators are collected and compared with respect to those previously reported for the hierarchical case¯ ∼ 10 −4 . It is possible to conclude from Table 9 and the set in (4.2), that 7 RH operators and 23 LRH ones can be bounded through the obtained allowed ranges for the case of¯ ∼ 10 −2 . The hypothetical scenario of larger strength contributions from the operator P C,LR (h) (¯ ∼ 1), will drive all the RH and LRH operators in (A.1) and (A.7)-(A.9) respectively, to contribute onto all the LH operators sector in (2.10) and the LH basis in (A.1). The following set of 12 RH 8 and 27 LRH operators {P 7−10,R , P 15−16,R , P 18−22,R , P 25,R } (4.3)
{P 7-9(1) , P 10(1-2) , P 13(1,3) , P 15(1) , P 16(1-6) , P 17(1) , P 18(1-6) , P 19(1-2) , P 20-22(1) , P 25(1) } (4.4) can be disregarded and being possible to constrain therefore 17 RH and 48 LRH operators. The corresponding coefficients ranges for the remaining operators are also gathered in Appendix D. Some remarks are in order:
• The ranges for c T,R and c T,LR are unmodified as they are insensitive to additional -corrections (see Table 1 ).
• The corresponding percent and 10% level ranges for {c 1,R , c 12,R , c W,LR } and {c 3(2) , c 13(2) } respectively, become slightly modified for¯ ∼ 10 −2 with respect to the hierarchical case, reaching correspondingly a precision of the thousandth and percent level for the hypothetical case¯ ∼ 1.
• The ranges of order O(1 − 10) for {c 4,R , c 17,R } and {c 5(1−2) , c 6(3) , c 11(3) , c 23(3,6) } when ∼ 10 −2 , become smaller and around the 10% level for¯ ∼ 1. Similarly, the ranges for {c 2(1) , c 3(3−4) } turn out to be more precise and constrained at the percent level.
• The ranges for c 12(1) are all at the thousandth level, slightly modified for¯ ∼ 10 −2 with respect to the hierarchical case, and becoming half of the range for¯ ∼ 1 compared with the one for¯ ∼ 10 −4 .
All these remarks lead us therefore to establish the number of the most relevant set of non-linear LH, RH, and LRH operators for the three different¯ -scenarios. Quantitatively one has¯ (13) 16 (13) 16 (13) RH 5 (4) 7 (6) 17 (12) LRH 7 (5) 23 (21) 48 (41) Total 28 (22) 46 (40) 81 (66) In parentheses it has been pointed out the number of remaining operators after neglecting those ones with a corresponding coefficient bounded at the thousandth level. All the remaining operators can be easily identified by keeping track of their corresponding coefficients in Appendix D Table 10 .
Conclusions
In the hypothetical situation of discovering non-zero NP effects at the LHC and future colliders, an effective Lagrangian description would be necessary in order to parametrize all the physical signals detectable at low energies. In this work such NP scenario is pictured by the existence of spin-1 resonances sourced by the extension of the SM local gauge symmetry
here described via a non-linear EW dynamical Higgs scenario, and up to the p 4 -order in the Lagrangian expansion.
The left-right framework provided here can be considered as a generic UV completion of the low energy non-linear treatment of Refs. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] and Refs. [18, 25] . Its physical impact has been analysed by integrating out the right handed gauge sector from the physical spectrum, leading the RH and the mixing LRH operators to collapse directly onto the LH sector, and inducing therefore corrections in all the effective pure gauge and gauge-Higgs couplings. These corrections are entirely parametrized in Table 1 via the weighting powers of¯ ≡ c C,LR , with the scale ratio ≡ f L /f R and the coefficient c C,LR encoding the strength of the contribution from the mixing operator P C,LR (h). This feature leads to modify, consequently, the EWPD parameters (Eqs. (3.8)-(3.9) ), the TGC (Table 2) , hV V -couplings (Table 4 ) and the anomalous QGC as well (Table 3) . Corresponding allowed ranges for the involved coefficients have also been reported through Tables 5-8 respectively. In the hypothetical scenario of no LH operators, but only RH and the mixing LRH operators, there will be still contributions to the aforementioned couplings. This is due to the fact that low energy LH operators are effectively turned on once the RH gauge field sector is integrated out, feature that is directly reflected in Table 1 .
The recently observed diboson excess at the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations around the invariant mass of 1.8-2 TeV entails a scale f R ∼ 6-8 TeV, leading to a negligible parameter¯ ∼ 10 −4 and suppressing therefore all the linear and higher¯ -effects induced by the RH and LRH operators. These effects could be enhanced either via larger strength contributions from the custodial mixing operator P C,LR (h), or via NP effects from the right handed gauge sector around the EW scale f L together with a strength contribution of P C,LR (h) around its maximal bound in (2.37). The former scenario spoils the EW value in (2.36), whereas the latter one points towards¯ ∼ 10 −2 . The set of relevant nonlinear LH, RH, and LRH effective operators have been completely identified for the latter regimes and by disregarding: i) irrelevant LH operators with negligible physical impact on the observables considered for the hV V -bounds, ii) irrelevant operators for the non-linear realization of the dynamics and redundant for the massless fermion case; iii) operators without any direct contribution to the pure gauge and gauge-Higgs couplings listed above.
The hypothetical case of larger strength contributions from P C,LR (h) would point towards¯ ∼ 1, enhancing therefore additional contributions from the RH and LRH operators, Table 10 . A more detailed interpretation of the diboson excess it is also possible via the left-right non-linear Higgs approach studied here and it can be found in [44] .
A Operators list
The complete linearly independent set of 26 CP-conserving pure gauge and gauge-h non-linear G-invariant operators up to the p 4 -order in the effective Lagrangian expansion, and encoded by P i, L (h) (first term in the second line of ∆L CP, L , Eq. (2.8)) have completely been listed in Refs. [18, 25] . The symmetric counterpart of P i, L (h), i.e. P i, R (h) (second term in ∆L CP, R of Eq. (2.9)), are 52 non-linear operators in total, among them, 38 (19 P i, L (h) + 19 P i, R (h)) had already been listed in Refs. [26, 27] . The whole tower of operators making up the basis {P i, L (h), P i, R (h)} is given by:
. In red color have been highlighted all those operators already listed in the context of purely EW chiral effective theories coupled to a light Higgs in Refs. [18, 25] (for χ = L) and not provided in the left-right symmetric EW chiral treatment of Refs. [26, 27] . In Eq. (A.1), D µ denotes the covariant derivative on a field transforming in the adjoint representation of SU (2) L , and defined as
The local rotations induced by the group G are
with α a L,R (x) and α 0 (x) space-time dependent variables parametrizing the local symmetry transformations, and the Goldstone boson matrices U L(R) transforming locally as
The adjoint vectorial and scalar quantities V µ L(R) and T L(R) behave covariantly under the trans-
Therefore, the introduced objects in (2.6) will correspondingly behave as [19] . In here are listed the operators P i(j),LR (h) (second term Eq. (2.12)) where the index j spans over all the possible operators that can be built up from each P i,χ (h) in Eq. (A.1)(with associated coefficients c i(j),LR ). The complete set of operators P i(j),LR (h) listed as: 
B Equations of motion
Some of the CP-conserving bosonic operators provided above can be directly traded by pure bosonic operators plus fermionic-bosonic ones [18, 19, 25] . Such connection is established through the covariant derivative D µ V µ χ and the corresponding equation of motion for the light Higgs. When fermion masses are neglected, operators containing D µ V µ χ can be written in terms of the other operators in the basis ∆L CP and ∆L CP,LR . Additionally, via light h-EOM, operators with two derivative couplings of F(h) can be reduced to a combination of bosonic operators plus fermionic-bosonic ones. In general, all those operators must be included to have a complete independent bosonic basis.
Considering the LO Lagrangian L 0 + L 0,R described along Eqs. (2.2)-(2.3), and accounting for the mixing effects from the LRH operators P C,LR (h) and P W,LR (h) in (2.13) (the effect of P T,LR (h) can be neglected), the EOM for the strength gauge fields W µ,a L(R) and B µ , and for the light Higgs h, are correspondingly 
C (De)correlation formulae
Some of the non-linear operators in (2.8), (2.9) and (2.12) contribute to more than one of the couplings in Tables 2-4 
hZZ − s W c W g L -weighted terms in the non-linear Lagrangian. They would vanish if: a) the d = 6 linear limit 9 ; ii) in the v 2 /f 2 L −truncated non-linear Lagrangian; iii) in the custodial preserving limit. The first two relations with a vanishing right-hand side where already found in Ref. [95] . Non-zero deviations from zero in the data combinations indicated by the left-hand side of those equations would point towards either d = 8 corrections of the linear expansion or a non-linear realisation of the underlying dynamics.
D Operator coefficients bounds
By implementing the currents ranges that were obtained from EWPD bounds, TGC limits, hV Vcouplings constrains and QGC bounds in Tables 5-8 respectively, it is possible to limit as well the additional emerging operators for a non-neglible¯ via the redefined coefficients in Table 1.  Table 10 collects all the corresponding coefficients ranges for both of the RH and LRH operators. Table 10 : Allowed ranges for both of the RH (upper row) and LRH operators (lower row), for ∼ 10 −2 (3rd and 7th columns),¯ ∼ 1 (4th and 8th columns), compared with respect to those for the hierarchical case¯ ∼ 10 −4 suggested by the diboson excess (2nd and 6th columns). The ranges were obtained via the redefined coefficients in Table 1 , and implementing the 95% CL ranges from EWPD bounds, and the 90% CL limits from TGC, hV V -couplings and QGC constrains from Tables 5-6-7 and 8 respectively. One non-zero operator was assumed at a time.
